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Column One
"A WEEKEND IN CANADA; A CHANGE OF SCENE. "

It takes exactly six minutes and fifty seconds to navigate
the circular outer concourse on foot at Toronto International Air-
port; this is one of the miscellaneous statistics you discover by
way of diversion while waiting for a hopelessly-delayed United
flight to Chicago to finally board. You can also count the insu-
rance machines (six), paperback book racks (three), and newspa-
per racks (also three), if you are of a statistical bent.'

The plane (and many, many others) was delayed because of
a continuing dispute between air traffic controllers and the Cana-
dian government, and the end result is a virtual return to "seat
of the pants" dispatching. Bad weather in the eastern area this
reporter had planned to visit prompted an early return to the Win-
dy City, and a first-hand look at what airline travel must have
been like 30 or 40 years ago.

As you might expect, TIA was the scene of considerable con-
fusion among passengers and even airline and airport employes,
and a clear picture of just what was happening was impossible to
assemble. At any rate. I was treated to the spectacle of a CP Air
707 being towed to a gareposition by an airport vehicle scarcely
larger than a Volkswagen. and a taxiway crammed full of planes
awaiting their precious few minutes of takeoff time.

. UAL 685 to Chicago is scheduled to depart Toronto for Chi-
cago at 1935; it was one of the fortunate flights not to be cancel-
led that evening; even so, it finally took off at 11 :05 (despite a
bit of turbulence and a front passing through, operations were not
hampered to any significant degree by weather conditions).

We Chicago-bound passengers were duly informed to present
ourselves for final customs clearance at 8: 30 in the departure area
(U.S.-bound flights from Toronto undergo U.S. Customs clearance
at the Canadian airport), and at 9:00 we were ushered aboard the
plane. A few minutes afterward, we left the gate and taxied over
to a position sandwiched in between a CP Air 707 and a North
Central Convair 580-and there we sat.

A brief announcement from the pilot confirmed our worst
fears-"We will be sitting here for approximately one hour", he
said. Exactly 55 minutes later, he came back on with another
sad story-"We have just been informed that we will be sitting
here for another hour."

And sit we did; a wait that included the rather strange spec-

-Continued on page 8



metro memo
CHINA COMMENT

• A few notes on transport in China gleaned from a
study of the continuing televison coverage of President
Nixon's visit:

Local transit in Peking appears to be exclusively
of the rubber-tired variety, composed of both motor
and trolley bus services; the latter apparently do not
penetrate to the Tien An Minh square that is the cen-
ter of the city.

The motor buses come in several varieties; single
units, motor and trailer combinations, and articulated
units, all liveried in a tasteful blu and white scheme.
The single units appear to be relatively short, by U.S.
standards, say, about 30-35 feet in length; all units,
according to one news report, are generically referred
to as "Liberated" models, small and rough, but ade-
quate. Drivers carry a feather duster to keep the seats
clean. The newer buses have driver-controlled radios
and loudspeakers (radio programming is said to be vir-
tually 100% propagandistic in nature).

In Peking, at any rate, a monthly bus ticket is
priced at the equivalent of $1.05, high by Chinese
standards. The rate is so set to encourage the use of
alternative modes, such as bicycles (by comparison, an
average dweiling unit rents for just over $1.00 per
month). Bicycles sell for about $63 on the average,
and there is no such thing as a time payment plan in
the People's Republic, making such a purchase some-
thing that is considered very carefully, and saved for
over a long period of time.

On the railway side, China's services appear to
be more or less in step with the rest of the world,
with air-conditioning and other amenities (the trains
are spotless, according to those Western newsmen
who have ridden them) commonplace {in contrast to
the less-than-spectacular equipment extant in Hong
Kong, on the other side of the border. Although in-
formation on the scope of China's present railway
system is obviously meager, reports indicate that it is
quite extensive, and used by many travelers, as autos
are few and far between, and air service tends to be
primitive.

In the latter respect, while details of China's
civil air fleet are also sketchy (apparently at least
some planes fulfill a dual civil/military role), it is a
matter of record that most planes are piston powered,
with jets in the minority. Only two types of jets are
known to be in use, some Tridents (source unknown)
and four 727s that apparently came from Pakistan In·
ternational Airlines a few years ago. Evidently, large
numbers of DC-3s, DC-6s and their Soviet equivalents
perform the bulk of civil air service in China. As a
matter of fact, as far as is known no airport in the
whole of China can handle a jet of 747 size, and it is
said that Peking airport had to be expanded recently
to service 707s (the President's plane, for example, is
on) and similar craft. Prior to this time, larger airti-
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ners from other countries had to land at Shanghai or Can-
ton, where runways were longer and could handle them

With China's increasing willingness to join the world
community comes a similar willingness to improve its air
fleet, and it has had negotiations with several countries
and builders relative to the purchase of new and/or used
aircraft. Until the recent "thaw" vis-a-vis the U.S., the
People's Republic had not sounded out Boeing or MeDon·
nell Douglas (or Lockheed) on the purchase of any U.S.
jets, but observers pred ict that if the political climate is
right, serious talks will soon begin, since the country's
differences with the Soviet Union preclude present pur-
chase of any Iiyushin or Tupolev craft, and the European
market does not have that much to offer at present.

At any rate, the sketchy reports that have come out
from behind the Bamboo curtain indicate that the basic
transport network, land, sea and air, of the People's Re-
public, while perhaps obsolete in a strict jet age sense, is
not primitive, and urban transport does a creditable job
in even the largest cities. The Chinese have always had a
way with technical devices and machines, and evidently
have used these skills to build an efficient transport net-
work, even to the extent of constructing a modern subway
system (still unfinished) in Peking itself.

/Comment from this desk: While many may argue that
the apparently-efficient transport systems of the People's
Republic function as well as they do because of the ab-
sence of outomobites (one reporter had it that there were
something like 30,000 Chinese for each auto), a case may
be made for the thesis that public transport has a high
priority in China, and that central planning has resulted
in such an efficient system. Regardless of the merits of
one politico! system vs. another (a subject I have no in-
tention of getting into, since that is quite beyond the
scope of this publication, and anything I might say is
bound to be misinterpreted}, it would appear that in vir-
tually every other country in the world but the United
States, public transport is accorded its proper place in
the organized scheme of things. Isn't it possible that we
might be doing something wrong for once} and that it is
not the whole world, but us} that is out of step? -RRK/

PITTSBURGH POTPOURRI

• The battle continues over the SkyBus: Now the min-
utes of a secret 1967 meeting at which the Port Authori-
ty's consultant recommended against building the SkyBus
system have been produced in the stop-Sky Bus suit initi-
ated by Pittsburgh mayor Flaherty and many of his coun-
terparts in the suburbs.

The consultant's rejection of Sky Bus came from WaI-
ter S. Douglas, a partner in the consulting firm of Parsons,
Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas (PBQDJ, which was hired
by PAT for a 26·month study of possible mass transporta-
tion systems for Pittsburgh. His remarks were much more
strongly worded than the final report prepared by his corn-
pany, which made no definite recommendation either way.
Minutes of the closed-door meeting included this account
of Douglas' report:

"He stated that while there were advantages in SkyBus
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allowing steeper grades and tighter curves and ex tcnsivc
elevated construction, the overall disadvantages of the
system prevented PBQD from recommending this tech-
nology.

"He noted the lack of a practical switch and the
high cost per foot of car in comparison with the longer
rapid transit cars in service elsewhere.

"The short Skvlsus car required more control and
electrical equipment, resulting in greater initial and
maintenance costs.

"He stated that operaung costs would be higher as
it takes more power to operate the rubber tired system.
He suggested that all cost comparisons for SkyBus be
based on having an attendant on the car as he doubted
public and union acceptance of a fully-automated sys-
tem.

"Mr Douglas recommended to the board that PBQD
bring their study to a close at this time and issue a
complete report based on a steel wheel, steel rail sys-
tem which could be used as a plan of reference by the
board in future decision making.

"He is unable to find advantages to outweigh the
disadvantages of Skybus. He stated that he could not
compromise the facts of this situation. "

A demonstration line to Castle Shannon had been
suggested, and Douglas said "this would be the best.
route to move people, if only one route was consider-
cd." according to the minutes.

He also recommended further study of a route
from Oakland to downtown to the North Side "as ba-
sk to an overall system."

In rebuttal, PAT officials downgraded the worth
of the statements made by Mr. Douglas in view of the
later report mentioned above that did not take a pos-
itive stand in either direction, and noted that the con-
sulting firm had a bias in favor of conventional steel
wheel systems, since it was at that time engaged in
planning such a system for San Francisco.

(Based on a Pittsburgh Press article],

URBAN DIGEST

• Recommended reading: The February 1972 issue
of the Western Railroader has an excellent, full-length
article on the former Key Svstern electric railway net-
work in the San Francisco Bay area (abandoned in the
early 1960's, and revived in part with the new BART
system that will begin operations this year). Copies
may be obtained from Post Office Box 668, San Mateo,
California 94401 .... 1 People: Th~ able Bernard G.
Cunningham has been named to the post of assistant
secretary for mass transportation in the new Illinois De-
partment of Transportation (ILLDO ). The new depart-
ment is an umbrella agency (headed by former Public
Works Director William F. Cellini) empowered to plan
for Illinois transportation on an intermodal basis.

II That TACV that Secretary Volpe and Undersecretary
Beggs of DOT seem determined to build at all costs (it
was shot down in Los Angeles and between Washington
and Dulles Airport, among others) has now been "sugges-
ted" for the Dallas/Fort Worth-Interregional Airport line.
If the two cities can come up with their one-third share
of the $100,000,000 project, it could be operating when
or shortly after the new field opens several years from
now. A test track, costing about $15,000,000 would be
built first to evaluate various concepts, followed by the
finished TACV line, which could operate at speeds of up
to 150 mph.

[A comment that can't be resisted from this quarter: I
would be interested in knowing just why $100,000,000
of the taxpayers' money must be spent on yet another
untried concept at this stage of the game, when more
down to earth nuts and bolts projects desperately need
the pititully small amount of transit funding that Con-
gress, in its wisdom, has seen {it to allocate. I should
think that getting to work faster has priority over get-
ting to the airport 10 or 75 minutes quicker. -RRK/

II Electric transit is alive and well and living everywhere
else but in the U.S,: For the record, Brown Boveri has
been supplying a successful fully-electronic chopper con-
trol for trolley buses to at least one Swiss property since
August 1968, bringing the space age to something as mun-
dane ans hround transport, Any comments from GE and
Westinghouse?? (Noted in Canadian Coach)

• ETIAAWALEEBITUS (11): "Super Trolley" (as news-
papers have referred to it), otherwise known as TTC 9213,
is currently in revenuer service in Calgary, whose transit
system has let it be known that the unit's performance
may well induce a chd1nge of policy vis-a-vis the future of
the trolley bus in that Alberta city (the future had been
somewhat dim, to say the least]. The unit has demon-
strated in Edmonton (where a heating problem in .400 F
cold was located and corrected), and soon goes to Hamil-
ton for further service .... 11 Rumors as to the impending
demise of the trolley coach in Kitchener are false; a re-
port by a diesel-oriented group had been misinterpreted as
representing official municipal policy ....• And in Thun-
der Bay, a full-scale legal campaign is being waged against
.public officials planning to discard that municipality's elec-
tric bus system on grounds of inflexibility (a two-block ex-
tension to the Intercity line in the northern area (formerly
Port Arthur]. is apparently the only change to the basic
network even contemplated at this time). Needless to say,
conservationists are opposing the proposed conversion ... _
II One last note about Edmonton: the transit system in
that city has opted for the purchase of a Flyer E-700A
for testing purposes of its own.

Ii Detroit's Southeastern Michigan Transportation Autho-
rity (SEMT A) has apparently been successful in its take-
over of the trouble-plagued Lake Shore Coach lines (oper-
ating services to the 5 Grosse Pointes and St. Clair Shores).
The operation is in the black for the first time in many
months, equipment has been spruced up (with new and re-
conditioned coaches added), and service has been improved.
In addition, for the first time in the 40-year 'history of the
operation, public timetables have been issued for the vari-
ous services operated by SEMTA/LSCL.



iii Muskegon, Michigan has lost its city bus service, as we
noted here last week; the final runs were completed on
February 20. The ten TC-29 Twin Coaches and two older
school busesare up for sale... .IIJ Mayor Daley has joined
the many public officials coming out for subsidization of
operating lossesfor the nation's transit systems from fe-
deral funds; the mayor testified at a House hearing consi-
dering the subsidies.

II St. Louis' Bi-State Transit is rapidly running out of op-
erating capital, and plans to effect drastic economies this
summer, possibly even a total shutdown. UMTA haswar-
ned local authorities that it will withhold funds for the
region's planned rapid transit system unless areaofficials
make a concerted effort to savethe bus system.

II The Greater Peoria MassTransit District is actively con-
sidering increasing its advertising budget from $12,000 to
$25,000 this year (this is news).... 1Metro Toronto tax-
payers subsidize TTC riders to the tune of 8e each per ride,
according to Metro Chairman Albert Campbell. ... 11 After
transit service in Kingston, Ontario was cut back last year
in an effort to decreasecosts, the pubiic utilities commis-
sion found that decreased riding increased the commission
net deficit for the year.

rai Iway report
A CHANGE A T LAST

III This t ime, it is apparently for real-Central Station
on Chicago's lakefront is closing for good. After many
false alarms, AMTRAK has finally announced that it is
moving its three remaining pairs of trains from the stori-
ed Illinois Central Chicago terminal to Union Station, to
join the rest of NRPC's Windy City runs.

Trains 50/51 (the George Washington/james White
comb Riley), 58(59 (the Panama Limited) and 392/392
(the Shawnee) will operate into Union Station, starting
Monday, March 6. At the sametime, the Corporation
announced that the so-called Campus services (Chicago
to Champaign on Fridans and Sundays), will be discon-
tinued after their runs of the March 4-5 weekend.

The schedules for the affected trains will be changed
in several respects, including adjusting the times departing
from and arriving in Chicago itself. For example, the
Panama will leaveChicago at 4: 15 PM {changed from a
Central departure of 5:00 PM), and arrive at 10:10 AM
(from 9:30). The Riley/Washing/on wi!! now leaveat
1 :50 PM (from 3:40), arriving Cincinnati at the same
time as before (a lengthening of the schedule by 1 :50);
in the reversedirection, departure time from Cincinnati
wil! be the same, but arrival in Chicago is scheduled for
2:55. for a 1:40 lengthening of the running time.

The northbound Shawnee will now arrive at 9:50
(formerly 9:30); the southbound run will depart Union
at 9:00 AM (old time 8:30), and arrive in Carbondale
at 2:50 PM.

The final closure of the historic station ends some
79 years of service for the old depot.
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II The 1941 LOCOMOTIVE CYCLOPEDIA OF AMERI-
CAN PRA CTICE has been reissued by Kalmbach Publica-
tions; the book is available at bookstores or hobby shops
at $40 .... ISanta Fe has begun repair of AMTRAK
passengerequipment at its Topeka shops.... 1 The Turbo
Train broke down shortly after being placed on the Par-
kersburg run and had to be assisted by a diesel unit; it
subsequently derailed when the adapter coupler necessary
to hook the Turbo up to conventional equipment fell off
and dropped onto the rail.

II A challenge to the constitutionality of the AMTRAK
Act was denied a hearing by the U.S. Supreme Court last
week. The case involved, oddly enough, the Chicago to
Quincy run dropped by the Burlington Northern a week
after the advent of AMTRAK last May, but subsequently
restored with the help of Illinois funds.

IIiil The Canadian government is considering the advisabili-
ty of subsidizing a return to the rails of the CN's five
TurboTrains, out of service as the result of a variety of
ills. The five seven-car sets, run between Toronto and
Montreal, began operation in December 1968, but have
been in and out of service since then, and have not run
at all since last year. According to sources in Ottawa, the
government will assist United Aircraft and the CN to pre-
pare the trains for service again. on the theory that the de-
velopmental costs thus far justify the new expenditures.

III CP Rail is upping fares on its Montreal-St. John (New
Brunswick passenger services. The road has placed in ef-
fect a general 10% fare hike for most of the rest of its
Canadian services.... 11 A go-ahead is expected in April
for the long-dreamed-of English Channel tunnel; the tubes
(twin) will extend for 35 miles (the longest tunnel in the
world) between Sangatte, France and Folkestone, England.
Rails would be laid in the tunnel, which would not accorn-
odate automobiles. These and travelers would be carried
in double-deck trains, which in part would be through rou-
ted between English and Continental points.

airline action
JET JOTTINGS

I!l1 A bill giving the CAB authority over air fares on for-
eign flights to and from the U.S. was passed by the Senate
last week. The action is aimed at protecting U.S. carriers
from "cut-throat" competition by foreign carriers in the
wake of the air fare "war" begun last summer....• Laker
Airways of Great Britain is purchasing two more DC-10s;
the carrier specializes in charter work .... 1 That U.S. SST
mockup, worth $10,700,000, went for $31,119 in an auc-
tion last week. The buyer plans to enshrine the 220-foot,
one-winged mockup on Utah's Salt Flats, in conjunction
with a racing hall of tame they plan to build there.

II British Caledonian Airways, Ltd.. has received permission
from the British Air Transport Licencing Board to make
scheduled transatlantic flights to New York, Los Angeles
and Chicago in competition with state-owned BOAC. SCA
was formed through the merger of British United and Cale-
donian Airways, both private carriers with routes to and
from the Continent, as well as charter service.



................................

ABOVE: Electric transit is alive and well and living in Toronto; refurbished pee 4362
(Te 27 FEB 72) poseson a cold, crisp 1972 Sunday at the City Hall loop. BELOW:
The clock has run out on transit in Muskegon-and, for that matter, all of Michigan.
This is one of the last wintry downtown lineups of the MTA. -Both, Richard R. Kunz.



l-llGHWA Y HAPPENINGS

Jil Out with the old: The histo-
ric Gray Coach Lines emblem pic-
tured at the left is no more; also
retired is the traditional gray-green
color scheme of the Toronto-based
company.

In an effort to upgrade the
image of TTC's wholly-owned sub-
sidiary, the company has adopted

the striking new logo and exterior livery shown at the
right. Dubbed the "White Wonders" bv Toronto obser-
vers, newly-liveried Gray Coach units are painted entirely
in white-seven to the extent of covering over chrome
around marker and headlights. All new equipment cur-
rently on order and being delivered is so being painted,
and present units will receive the new colors when be-
ing shopped for any reason. Regardless 0-[ the merits
of the argument that such a livery is extremely diffi-
cult to see in the snowstorms for which the province
of Ontario is justly famed, it is at least distinctive.

!Ii In the wake of the discontinuance of all service
formerly operated by the now-bankrupt )hio Bus
Lines, two ther carriers have stepped in to fi!1 the
breach. Greyhound Lines-East is now operating dai
Iy service between Cincinnati and Richmond (I nd iana)
via Hamilton, Millville, Oxford and College Corner; in-
trastate service between College Corner and Richmond,
and service between Dayton and Richmond.

II At the same time, Roland St. John's Meqacitv
Transit Lines is now operating Ohio intrastate service
daily between Cincinnati, Hamilton and Oxford, and
one round-trip Monday thru Friday between Cincinnati
and Lebanon (Ohio) via Sharonville.

II Crown Transit Lines (based in Springfield, Illinois)
has begun operation of weekend special service between
Western Illinois University in Macomb and Peoria, oper-
ating on Fridays and Sundays only. .iI On March 1,
\llJis:·onsin-f\!lj<;'i'gan Coaches begins a deluxe service oper-
ating between Milwaukee and Green Bay. WMC will
provide deluxe seating, reservations, hostesses, light
snacks and beverages on the run.

COMMUTING: A RAIL RENAISSANCE?
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ha
nautical notes
______ ~m .,.~_ ••••$UiiZQIIIIIiIG;!!!\I

SAILING INTO rue SUNSET

iii With the arrival in Yokahama February 8, and Kobe
on February 11, Mitsui OSK Lines' passenger vessel Ar-
qcutina Moru completed her service in liner operations.
She will be refurbished, renamed the Nippon Maru , and
enter cruise service to and from Japan. Built in 1958,
!he Japanes vessel is capable of speeds of 20-knots and
she carries 375 passengers in Cabin and Economy classes.
Her sister ship, the Urad! Mum, continues on the liner
route between Japan, California and the east coast of
South America via the Panama Canal for four more voy-
ages, but she too will begin cruise service I in late 1973.
Mitsui OSK is the only Japanes=f laq steamship company
with liner passenger service. Like other carriers, MOL is
faced with increasing costs and decreasing passenqer busi-
ness, and believes the cruise business will be more lucra-
tive, filling a growing market in Japan. (Noted hy cor-
respondent Ruymood P. DeGroote, /1")

[Editor's Note: vVilh the ecoloqical movement guifling momentum, if is beqinninq 10 appear that a great deal of
supper! is bcino mustered tor restoration or no-lonqer-operated rait commuter services, and expansion of cxistinq
ones: it is this area that will he examined ill a continuinq Fe series, We will first look at Pittsburgh, where a
viahle alternative and supplement to the controversial Port Authority Early Action Program was first proposed by
;1/h'q/7c'J,V Coun !...'.I fi"linnr/!} c..mmi ....stone: Dr, ~1-'il//unl l<'. j tun; in 79]0, Tht» ht'ginnit?!J is part icutarl» appropriate
because the Port Authority has ius I this past week begun negotiations in earnest (limed at restructuring and ex-
pension of the present Baltimore (.~Ohio Railroad commuter service to Versailles.]
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Alleqheny County is very fortunate to have an extensive railroad network within h; boundaries. These rail
lines, built up by many railroad companies over the years to serve local coal and steel industries, penetrate
most areas of the county. There is some thought that the Port Authority's proposed solutions to the prob-
lem of transit in the county could make use of this vast network of existing, usable private rights-of-way
rail lines.

By utilizing the existing network of raii lines to its fullest extent, one can provide a grade-separated, fast
transit service to almost every community on or near a railroad line. Since t.he rights-of-way, rails and
equipment are already extant, fixed facility costs are extremely low, consisting only of parking spaces at the
stations and platforms where none presently exist. It has been proven in other cities that people will ride
such service rather than drive. With these considerations in mind, it would seem that the re-initiation of
commuter railroad service in Allegheny County could make a definite contribution to solving Allegheny Coun-
ty's transportation problem.

MAIN LINE TRACKAGE··PENN CENTRAL

The Penn Central maintains by far the largest amount of rail trackage in the Allegheny County area. These
main' lines still carry passenger service consisting of the Penn Central's main line intercity trains between Co-
lumbus, Philadelphia and Chicago.

The Chicago main line runs along the north bank of the Ohio and passes through North Side, Woods Run,
Avalon, Bellevue, Ben Avon, Ernsworth, Sewickley and Ambridge. Trains presently stop only at Sewickley,
and the running time between Pittsburgh and Sewickley is only 18 minutes.

The Columbus main line passes through Corliss, Ingram, Crafton, Carnegie, Oakdale and McDonald, and trains
presently using this line make no stops in Allegheny County.

The East Line to Philadelphia is perhaps the most interesting of all, as it passes thru some of the most
densely populated and highly industrialized areas of Allegheny County. The communities of Bloomfieid, Sha-
dyside, Point Breeze, East Liberty, Homewood/Brushton, Wilkinsburg, Edgewood, Swissvale, Rankin, Braddock,
East Pittsburgh, Turtle Creek, Wilmerding and Trafford all line along this line, with easy connections possible
to Monroeville, Forest Hills, Squirrel Hill and Oakland without difficulty. Currently, only one stop is made
by mainline trains-at Wilkinsburg; running time is 13 minutes to Pittsburgh. (To be continued).

COLWdN ONE/CONTiNUED

tel" of a full meal being served as we sat on the windy taxiway. But the wait also presented this
reporter with <.:he rare opportunity of being able to view in detail the cockpit of a 737, all the
while conversing with pilot an d copilot. (One comment frorn the copilot. when asked his impres-
sion of the 737: "Put a couple of machine guns on the wings. and I'd be happy to take it into
combat"). Both pilot and copilot (and the rest of the crew) made the best of a bad situation:
an d the "open house" held in the cockpit during th osc long hours on the ground served to render
the long wait at least bearable.

At length (great length), we were able to bully our way onto the runway (the West Indian
voice of" a BWIA pilot requesting permission to start engines--right in front of us=-servcd to alert
the supervisory forces manlling the tower of our presence) and. take off, and the gentle thrust of.
gravity never felt better.

it ;dl served to remind m c or somewhat similar "harassment-' suffered on what turned out to
be a rather abortive trip to Europe in May 1968 (the year virtually all of France was shut down
bv the ~cneral unrest precipitated bv students: remember"}, when a scat I managed to wangle on a
S,;lb~na lli~itt out of Brussels filled l':lC with the kind of gratitudinous emotion t would im;;gine the
cnddrcll of Moses felt when the Red Sea parted. '

Once ag;lill. then. the leSSOl1 is brought home: transport facilities arc nothing less than absolutely vi-
tal in this sophisticated age, and when they arc taken from us, wc Sh2...suffcr from their loss. In
that respect. at any rate. the flight controllers made their point.

=Richard R. Kunz


